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Residential two-tier electricity rates are punitive to households who rely on hydro generated electricity for a source of 
lighting and heating.  
  
While the goal of reducing power use is admirable, the method to do so should not be via a 2 tiered rate structure as 
this structure results in higher costs for households who have no other alternative to heat their home. 
  
Its ironic that users of relatively 'clean'  hydro generated electricity pay more to heat their house than users of natural 
gas.  And not only is the hydro generated electricity rate higher - but with the 2 tier system the cost to heat a house is 
further escalated. 
  
For example: the going rate of $2/GJ for natural gas is about 15 times less then the second tier electricity rate of 
15.2cents/kWh for the equivalent hydro generated electrical power.  Even when the cost of natural gas delivery and 
storage is considered - the cost to heat a house with natural gas is 1/4 the cost to heat a house with electricity (as 
quoted from the Fortis  BC Website).  Add to this a 2 tier penalty (that users of natural gas do not have to pay - as they 
typically have multiple sources of power to spread their usage across) and it is evident how the current system does 
not work as intended.  
  
The solution is simple:  Drop the two tier rate system for households that do not have access to natural gas.  Better yet 
offer additional subsidies to households who heat with hydro generated electricity as these houses produce less green 
house gas emissions.  
  
    




